Three tapes that handle 90% of your projects.

Duct Tapes. Simplified.
We’ve got this pegged.
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Right performance. Right price.

Equipped for the day.
8 - 11 - 17 mils.
It’s simple. 3M DT Series Duct Tapes in 3 strengths can
tackle your everyday tasks. They resist curling, have a
consistent unwind, and tear off the roll cleanly for the
ultimate in ease of handling and application.

Enlarged photo to show unique texture of 3M DT Series Duct Tapes.

The rolls you always want to keep on hand.
3M DT Series Ducts Tapes offer hand tearability, high tensile strength and conformability.

3M™ All Purpose Duct Tape DT8
Conformable with instant bond

3M™ Heavy Duty Duct Tape DT11
Versatility with holding power

3M™ Super Duty Duct Tape DT17
Super thick for super tough jobs

The most stretchable of 3M’s duct tapes. Its
unique design offers high instant adhesion
coupled with maximum conformability.

High holding power with a broad attribute
performance make this the go-to choice for
demanding jobs.
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and abrasion yet tears easily by hand.
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quick labeling
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surfaces without lifting—even on plastics
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for light-duty bundling
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fast attachments
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wear and light abrasion—great for securing
temporary floor coverings
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containment situations, such as attaching
heavy poly draping and pipe sealing
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instantly to a variety of surfaces including
metal, glass, plastic and sealed concrete
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protecting metal parts and surfaces
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demanding applications



Duct Tapes Simplified
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Instant adhesion

Temperature Range
up to 30 minutes

Adhesion to Steel oz/in
(N/100 mm)

Adhesive
Type

Elongation at Break %

Backing
Material

Tensile strength lb/in
(N/100 mm)

3M DT Series

Thickness (mils)

Three tapes in three strengths to tackle the bulk of your everyday duct taping tasks.

Roll size

Color

UPC
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To see the full line of 3M Duct Tapes and Cloth Tapes, including nuclear grade tape, refer
to the 3M Masking and Surface Protection Design Guide. Additional colors are available.
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ɟTemporary repairs
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overspray
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Limitation of Liability: Except where prohibited by law, 3M will not be liable for any loss or damage arising from the 3M product, whether direct, indirect, special, incidental or consequential, regardless of the legal theory asserted,
including warranty, contract, negligence or strict liability.
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